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Rich v poor - donations row over 
Notre-Dame shatters French unity 

Controversy over $950 million pledged to restore Notre-Dame 

PARIS: France’s culture minister pleaded yesterday
for an end to the controversy over the 850 million
euros (950 million dollars) pledged to restore
Notre-Dame cathedral, which critics have sug-
gested would be better spent on the poor. Some of
France’s biggest companies and billionaires, includ-
ing luxury goods tycoons Francois-Henri Pinault
and Bernard Arnault, have pledged amounts of 100
million euros or more to rebuild the landmark after
it was gutted by fire on Monday evening. 

The vast sums have drawn fire in a country
where wealth inequality and the plight of the low-
income households have been highlighted during
five months of demonstrations by “yellow vest”
protesters. “This pointless debate consists of say-
ing ‘it’s too much money for Notre-Dame even
though there are needs elsewhere’ - of course
there’s a need for money for the social system, for
health, the fight against climate change,” Culture
Minister Franck Riester told RMC radio. “But let’s
leave this extraordinary show of generosity to run
its course,” he pleaded. He said Notre-Dame was
“not only old stones. It’s a part of our identity, it’s
our nation, European culture.”

The controversy has undercut hopes expressed
by President Emmanuel Macron for the divided
country to “come together” in the wake of the fire,
which is widely suspected to have been caused by
renovation work underway on its steeple. “It’s very
disturbing to see how in France you get criticized
even when you do something,” Arnault said yester-
day at a shareholder’s meeting when asked about the
row.  Some leftist politicians have argued that the
ultra-rich donors could best help protect the coun-
try’s cultural heritage by fully paying their taxes - or
helping the “human cathedral” of people in need.

“In one click, 200 million, 100 million. That
shows the inequality which we regularly denounce
in this country,” the head of the CGT trade union,
Philippe Martinez, said on Wednesday. “If they
can give tens of millions to rebuild Notre-Dame,
then they should stop telling us there is no money
to help with the social emergency (in France),” he
added. The huge tax breaks available on the do-
nations also caused some unease, prompting Pin-
ault to announce he would forfeit the rebate on
his contribution.

Other priorities 
Sweden’s teenage climate change activist Greta

Thunberg also used the drama at Notre-Dame to
underline her message that the environment should
be the biggest priority. “Notre Dame will be rebuilt,
I hope its foundations are strong, I hope that our
foundations are even stronger, but I fear they are
not,” she told the European parliament on Tuesday,
referring to the fight against climate change. Writer
and historian Mike Stuchbery, writing on the Huff-
ington Post, reminded donors of their responsibility
to the poor. 

“It’s important for some to remember that such
a wonderful edifice was built to celebrate a faith
that emphasizes giving aid and comfort to the poor,
regardless of who they are,” he said.  In Britain, a
satirical online article went viral after it compared
the reaction to the Notre-Dame disaster and the
fatal fire at London’s Grenfell towerblock in 2017
in which 71 people lost their lives. “Former Grenfell
residents have expressed regret that they didn’t
splash out on pretty stained glass windows before
their tower burned down,” said the post on new-
sthump.com.—AFP 

PARIS: This handout satellite image shows smoke and flames rising during a fire at the landmark
Notre-Dame Cathedral in central Paris. — AFP 

PARIS: Fraudsters are taking advantage of the Notre-Dame
fire to fool donors into handing over cash believing they are
helping to rebuild the gutted Paris cathedral, officials have
warned. The French Heritage Foundation, which has so far
collected more than 13 million euros ($14.5 million) from in-
dividual donors to help restore the gothic landmark, said any
phone or email appeals were fake. 

“A number of scams have been flagged to us both in
France and abroad,” the foundation said Wednesday, insist-
ing it issues no appeals by phone, mail or email for donations.
“All of these initiatives are fraudulent.”

The foundation is accepting donations through its website
(don.fondation-patrimoine.org), its Facebook page, PayPal,
a Paris metro station and by SMS for those in France. Culture
Minister Franck Riester on Tuesday warned people to be vig-
ilant of websites claiming to support the reconstruction of
Notre-Dame, which suffered heavy damage in Monday’s
blaze. French President Emmanuel Macron has vowed to re-
build the monument by 2024, when France hosts the summer
Olympics.—AFP 

Scammers preying on
Notre-Dame donors

WASHINGTON: President Donald Trump raised eyebrows when
he told French firefighters to move “quickly” and possibly use aerial
water tankers to save Notre Dame. But it was hardly the first time
he has come forward as an unlikely expert. Monday’s tweeted ad-
vice got short shrift from French authorities racing to save the
renowned Paris cathedral. Bombardment with large quantities of
water from airplanes could have flattened the 850-year-old build-
ing, French emergency services said.

Trump’s confidence in his eclectic knowledge base, however, is
unlikely to have been shaken. Here are some other nuggets of wis-
dom from a president, lifelong real estate developer and former TV
show host whom The Washington Post accuses of having made
more than 9,000 false or misleading statements in two years.

Trump is worried about aerospace giant Boeing’s reputation
following two recent crashes of the 737 MAX model. He also has a
solution: change the name. “What do I know about branding,
maybe nothing (but I did become President!), but if I were Boeing,
I would FIX the Boeing 737 MAX, add some additional great fea-
tures, & REBRAND the plane with a new name,” Trump tweeted.

“No product has suffered like this one. But again, what the hell do
I know?”

April 2019 - Energy theories 
Citing widely disproven or unproven theories, the president

says wind turbine energy cannot handle variations in output -
and is bad for you. “If it doesn’t blow, you can forget about tel-
evision for that night,” he told a rally, imitating a couple relying
on wind-generated power. “Darling, I want to watch television.’
‘I’m sorry! The wind isn’t blowing.’ I know a lot about wind.”
March 2019 - Noise causes cancer

Tech guru
Although mostly known for his work with buildings and golf

courses, Trump has quite a bit to say about aerospace. Musing ear-
lier on the Boeing 737 MAX tragedies, Trump tweeted: “Airplanes
are becoming far too complex to fly. Pilots are no longer needed,
but rather computer scientists from MIT. I see it all the time in
many products. Always seeking to go one unnecessary step further,
when often old and simpler is far better.” He’s also shared his ex-
pertise on drones at a cabinet meeting: “I know more about drones
than anybody.”

January 2019 
But Trump sees himself equally as standing up for rather older

technology, like walls on the US-Mexican border. “Nothing (else)...
will work, and that has been true for thousands of years,” he
tweeted. “I know tech better than anyone.”—AFP 

Trump: The world’s 
greatest expert on
almost everything


